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Proposed Revisions by HHS
Would Facilitate Research
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has issued a
notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) entitled, “Modifications to the
HIPAA Privacy, Security, and Enforcement Rules under the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act” (HITECH).
As part of the NPRM, HHS is soliciting comments on whether to 1) revise
the Privacy Rule to allow institutions and researchers to combine
conditioned and unconditioned authorizations for research; and 2) modify
its existing interpretations of the Privacy Rule that require an
authorization for the use or disclosure of protected health information
(PHI) for clinical research to be study-specific. Allowing compound
authorizations and authorizations for future research could remove a
significant barrier to clinical research. The NPRM is open to public
comment until Sept. 13, 2010.
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Increasingly, institutions are conducting correlative clinical research as
part of a clinical trial. These correlative studies include contributing
subject data or tissue samples to an onsite or offsite databank or tissue
repository for future clinical research uses. The NPRM has significance
for life sciences companies and institutions that use or intend to use
clinical trial data for future research that is unrelated to the clinical trial
from which the data was derived.
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Compound Authorizations
The Privacy Rule currently prohibits “compound authorizations,” which
combine an authorization that conditions treatment, payment, enrollment
in a health plan, or eligibility for benefits with an authorization for another
purpose for which treatment, payment, enrollment, or eligibility may not
be conditioned. Institutions and researchers cannot obtain a single
research authorization for the use or disclosure of PHI for a clinical trial
that includes both treatment as part of a clinical trial and tissue banking
of specimens (and associated protected health information) collected,
since a research-related treatment authorization generally is conditioned
and a tissue banking authorization generally is not conditioned.
Therefore, institutions and researchers must obtain separate
authorizations from research participants for a clinical trial that also
collects tissue samples with associated PHI information for a tissue bank.
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HHS issued guidance after the promulgation of the Privacy Rule stating that the Privacy Rule
considers the creation and maintenance of a tissue repository or database as a specific research
activity, but the subsequent use or disclosure by an institution of information from the database for a
specific research study requires separate authorization. As a result, researchers are required to
obtain a subsequent authorization from study subjects for the same future uses, and the researcher
or institution cannot include that future research authorization in the authorization for the data or
tissue collection study.
The NPRM is seeking comments on whether to revise the Privacy Rule to allow institutions and
researchers to combine conditioned and unconditioned authorizations for research, provided that the
authorization clearly differentiates between the conditioned and unconditioned research components
and clearly allows the individual the option to opt in to the unconditioned research activities.
Permitting compound authorizations for research would allow for a single authorization when
researchers seek to contribute PHI or tissue samples to a data/tissue bank as part of an underlying
clinical trial.
Future Research Uses
Increasingly, institutions are conducting correlative clinical research as part of a clinical trial. These
correlative studies include contributing subject data or tissue samples to an onsite or offsite
databank or tissue repository for future clinical research uses. HHS has interpreted the Privacy Rule
to prohibit blanket or broad research authorizations for "nonspecific research" or "future, unspecified
projects" and requires that authorizations be study- specific for purposes of complying with the
Privacy Rule’s requirement that an authorization must include a description of each purpose of the
requested use or disclosure. HHS considers the creation and maintenance of a research repository
or database a specific research activity, but the subsequent use or disclosure by an institution or
researcher of information from the database for a specific research study requires separate
authorization. This means that the description cannot be so broad as to encompass future
unspecified clinical research. HHS has stated that this interpretation addresses its concern that
study subjects would lack necessary information to make an informed decision.
As a result of HHS’ current interpretation, institutions often limit a company’s right to use and
disclose study subject data so that it is consistent with the institution’s obligations under 45 CFR Part
46 (the “Common Rule”) and the Privacy Rule. In general, this means that a company acting as a
sponsor or supporter of a clinical trial must agree to use and disclose subject data solely for
purposes related to the clinical trial and for the purpose of complying with applicable law.
Consequently, the company cannot use PHI for future, unspecified clinical research.
HHS’s existing interpretation of the Privacy Rule not only encumbers secondary clinical research,
but also limits a study subject's ability to agree to the use or disclosure of his or her PHI for future
research without having to be re-contacted to sign multiple authorization forms at various points in
the future. In addition, HHS's current interpretation is inconsistent with the Common Rule with
respect to the ability of a researcher to seek study subjects' consent to future clinical research so
long as the future research uses are described in sufficient detail to allow an informed consent. Part
of HHS’ rationale for considering revising its interpretation of this requirement is the fact that many
IRBs approve informed consents that allow future research on the clinical research subjects’ PHI or
tissue samples. As a result, there is an inherent inconsistency if the authorization does not allow
future research.
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As part of the NPRM, HHS is considering whether to modify its interpretation of the Privacy Rule that
an authorization for the use or disclosure of PHI for clinical research be study-specific. HHS
proposes and seeks comments on each of the following three options:
(1) Whether the Privacy Rule should permit an authorization for uses and disclosures of PHI for
future clinical research purposes to the extent such purposes are adequately described in
the authorization such that it would be reasonable for the individual to expect that his or her
protected health information could be used or disclosed for such future clinical research;
(2) Whether the Privacy Rule should permit an authorization for future research only to the
extent the description of the future research included certain elements or statements
specified by the Privacy Rule, and if so, what should those be; and
(3) Whether the Privacy Rule should permit option (1) as a general rule but require certain
disclosure statements on the authorization in cases where the future research may
encompass certain types of sensitive research activities, such as research involving genetic
analyses or mental health research, which may alter an individual's willingness to participate
in the research.
Allowing authorizations to permit future clinical research would likely reduce the administrative
burden for institutions and researchers by permitting uses or discloses of PHI for re-analysis without
having to obtain an additional authorization from the study subject for each additional research use.
This allowance would also be consistent with the Common Rule, which permits broad informed
consent for secondary research if the IRB deems the original informed consent to be adequate.
Revising or reinterpreting the current Privacy Rule requirements regarding compound authorizations
and future research uses would likely streamline the authorization process and dramatically
decrease the burden on institutions, researchers and study subjects. In addition, the informed
consent process as well as clinical trial agreement negotiations would likely be more efficient and
less confusing for all parties.
If you have any questions about this Client Alert, please contact the authors Linda A. Malek at
lmalek@mosessinger.com / 212.554.7814 or Jill E. Anderson at janderson@mosessinger.com /
212.554.7836.

The lawyers in Moses & Singer’s Healthcare Group serve as counsel for not-for-profit healthcare
systems, academic medical centers, governmental healthcare providers and proprietary healthcare
companies. We regularly provide advice on the legal, regulatory and corporate issues that arise from
the various state and federal laws applicable to such entities. Our involvement extends from the
revision of corporate and medical staff bylaws to enhance governance and efficiency, to the
representation of academic medical centers with respect to such wide-ranging issues as informed
consent, privacy issues, human subject research compliance and sponsored research agreements
and grant administration in the research context.
Our regulatory experience in the healthcare industry has enabled us to counsel clients in an array of
issues faced by institutions. Our attorneys have counseled not-for-profit healthcare systems,
academic medical centers, IRBs, researchers, scientific research consortia, research foundations,
large mental healthcare organizations and New York City agencies on all aspects of Medicaid and
Medicare reimbursement issues.
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Since 1919, Moses & Singer has provided legal services to diverse businesses and to prominent
individuals and their families. Among the firm’s broad array of U.S. and international clients are
leaders in banking and finance, entertainment, media, real estate, healthcare, advertising, and the
hotel and hospitality industries. We provide cost-effective and result-focused legal services in the
following primary areas:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Advertising
Asset Protection
Banking and Finance
Business Reorganization, Bankruptcy and
Creditors’ Rights
Corporate, Securities and M & A
Employment and Labor
Entertainment
Healthcare
Hotel and Hospitality
Income Tax

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Intellectual Property
International Trade
Internet/Technology
Legal Ethics & Law Firm Practice
Litigation
Matrimonial and Family Law
Privacy
Private Funds
Promotions
Real Estate
Trusts and Estates
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Disclaimer
Viewing this document or contacting Moses & Singer LLP does not create an attorney-client relationship.
This document is intended as a general comment on certain developments in the law. It does not contain a complete legal analysis
or constitute an opinion of Moses & Singer LLP or any member of the firm on the legal issues herein described. This document
contains information that may be modified or rendered incorrect by future legislative or judicial developments. It is recommended
that readers not rely on this general guide in structuring or analyzing individual transactions or matters but that professional advice
be sought in connection with any such transaction or matter.
Attorney Advertising
It is possible that under the laws, rules or regulations of certain jurisdictions, this may be construed as an advertisement or
solicitation.
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